Online event about environment quality management with focus at
environment and audits

Are you part of a private or public organisation that would like to learn more about environmental
quality management and internal environmental audits within the management work? Are you
interested to learn it together with participants from public- and private organisations from
different parts of Europe and on Global level?
You are warmly welcome to take part in a fully online event where you will get a short introduction
about environmental quality management, and you will deepen your understanding in effective
workshops together with other participants from different organisations and countries on Global
level. You will further have an opportunity to get introduced to the Synergy Audit E-Learning Tool
that you will find FREE of charge on the Internet.
We are thankful for the chance given by the European Commission to open extra for the possibility
to meet with individuals in organisations in Ukraine and in organisations now moving from Ukraine
because of the war, by taking part in the event. If you are part of an organisation from Ukraine and
think that the event can be helpful for you and your organisation please let us know. You are most
welcome.
During the event you will be able to hear about environmental management and internal
environmental audits practise and practice yourself on how to apply one or more of the UN 17
Sustainability Goals into the management of your organisation. Further, you will be able to practice
how to effectively use the Waste Framework Directive and particularly its Waste Hierarchy in the
work in your organisation.
Also, you will have the chance to test the E-learning tool that involve teaching about environmental
audits by online games.
You do not need any previous knowledge within the environmental field to participate the event,
only a great interest in finding ways for your organisation on how to decrease most negative climatic
and environmental impact of the organisation in a systematic and effective way.
PRACTICAL DETAILS
The Event will take place online
2 June between 13-16.30 CET and all communication will be in English.
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DOES THIS SOUND INTERESTING?
If ‘yes’, send the following information to forplanettellus@gmail.com
First name:
Surname:
Name of the organization you are representing:
Country where the organization is situated:
Email address where you want to be reached:
We are very happy to invite organisations from all over the world!
The event is FREE of charge, but we have only a limited number of places on the event.
Therefore, be quick and send us the information. Do not wait too long!

Your hosts at the online event will be:
One Planet, a small NGO based in Sweden that work with elaboration of and spreading of tools for
decrease of negative climatic and environmental impact by an interdisciplinary method toward/
together with a multidisciplinary set of organisations on Global level, for Global benefit. One Planet
is the Project leading organisation in the Synergy Audit Project.
EcoFellows Ltd., a non-profit company based in Finland that works on local, regional, national and
international level promoting sustainable development. EcoFellows is a partner of the Synergy Audit
Project.

If you have any questions, do not hesitate but contact forplanettellus@gmail.com
Thank you for your time and looking forward to hearing from you and meeting you online!
Eleonora Bru, Head of One Planet, and Suvi Holm, CEO of EcoFellows Ltd

About the SYNERGY AUDIT project
A train-the-trainer online course together with guiding information and an E-learning tool have been
developed in the SYNERGY AUDIT project in 2019-2022 by co-funding from ERASMUS+ EU funds in
the shape of educative tools for support toward a multidisciplinary set of organisations on global
level. Support in starting up - and help in getting ready toward environmental certifications- of
environmental management and internal environmental audits is the focus by an interdisciplinary
course in which also circular economy, contemporary history, energy audits, teaching pedagogics,
global warming effects and more take part.
Please let us know if you would like to have more information about the project and about how its
tools could be used by your organisation by sending an email to: forplanettellus@gmail.com
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